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ABSTRACT: 

In the Service-Function-Chaining (SFC) empowered 

systems, different advanced approach attentive system 

capacities, for example, interruption recognition, get to 

control and united danger administration, can be 

realized in either physical middle boxes or virtualized 

network function (VNF) apparatuses. In this paper, we 

ponder the administration affixing towards the hybrid 

SFC clouds, where both physical appliances and VNF 

appliances give administrations cooperatively.  

 

In such cross breed SFC systems, the test is the means 

by which to efficiently guide the administration chains 

for traffic requests while coordinating their individual 

approach chains simultaneously to such an extent that 

a utility related with the aggregate conceded traffic 

rate and the instigated overheads can be expanded. We 

find such issue has not been very much fathomed up 

until this point.  

 

To this end, we devise a Markov Approximation (MA) 

based calculation. The guess property of the proposed 

calculation is additionally demonstrated. Broad 

assessment comes about demonstrate that the proposed 

MA calculation can yield close ideal arrangements and 

beat other benchmark calculations significantly. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Administration Function-Chaining (SFC), gives 

simplified configuration and administration to such an 

extent that the system specialist organizations may 

flexibly understand various strategies on security, 

traffic building, get to control, Quality of Service 

(QoS), bundle modification, and so forth. Ordinarily, a 

composite administration approach partners with a 

requested rundown of system Service Functions (SFs) 

called policy chain in this paper. The cases of SF could 

be the customary system administrations, for example, 

Firewall (FW), Network Address Translator (NAT) 

and the application customized capacities, for 

example, HTTP header control [1].  

 

In the present guiding models for benefit works, the 

multifaceted nature of overseeing such approach 

administrations is significantly high. Thusly, the 

product defined organizing (SDN), empowered 

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) strategies 

have been acquainted with SFC. The accompanying 

actualities ought not to be disregarded: 

 

• Nearly 50% of all system components are as yet the 

committed equipment based middle boxes. 

• During the time of 2016-2020, Technavio's experts 

have gauge an 11.38% CAGR (compound yearly 
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development rate) for the worldwide security machine 

advertise, where the system security apparatuses 

incorporate both committed physical items and virtual 

system machines used to keep a PC organize from 

digital assaults [2]. 

 

• A most recent IHS Markit's market tracker has 

uncovered that the income for server farm, bearer 

machines and virtual security apparatuses was USD 

$2.4 billion out of 2015, and it is set to expand 62% to 

USD $3.9 billion by 2020. The comparing examination 

has demonstrated that the rise of SDN and NFV as 

prevailing system patterns is to stipulate endeavor and 

specialist organizations to look for the virtual 

apparatuses and other programming arrangements. 

 

As further examined in a latest ITProPortal report , in 

spite of the fact that various significant system gear 

merchants, for example, Cisco have effectively 

reported both help and stages for NFV, it is far-fetched 

for us to see a gigantic discount change to NFV sooner 

rather than later [3]. The reasons can be incompletely 

ascribed to: 

 

i) many system works still depend on the committed 

equipment, for example, specific interface cards or 

processors, until the Virtualized Network Function 

(VNF) apparatuses running on off-the-rack ×86 

equipment can get up to speed with the execution of 

devoted equipment machines; 

 

ii) Right now there have been colossal interests in 

customary systems administration with a mammoth 

number of particular equipment machines being used, 

making both specialist co-ops and end clients hesitant 

to just jump into absolutely virtualized situations at all 

levels of business. 

 

In light of the actualities appeared above, as Sekar et 

al. said in, the not so distant will witness the half and 

half SFC systems, where the equipment based physical 

system work apparatuses and the VNF machines 

coincide. It is likely that it requires investment as the 

NFV winds up plainly overwhelming in advertise and 

the interest in new committed equipment stages 

decreases gradually. Hence, in this paper, we 

concentrate on the guiding of administration chains for 

half breed SFC systems [4]. We will likewise 

demonstrate that our proposed approach can be 

effortlessly adjusted to the unadulterated NFV 

organize situations. In this paper, we call the traffic 

flow beginning from a customer client a session. For 

instance, in Fig. 1, three sessions start from Client1, 

Client2 and Client3, requesting 100 megabits for each 

second (Mb/s), 120 Mbps and 150 Mb/s, separately. 

Further, the flow between an Ingress/Egress switch 

and a SF, or between two back to back SFs along an 

arrangement chain is known as a fragment.  

 

Normally, a section transmits through a multi-jump 

directing way. In the large-scale systems, since a 

similar kind of SF is normally conveyed with different 

apparatuses at different system areas, the equipment 

assets, for example, CPU and memory can't be 

amortized over all sessions effortlessly making the 

strategy mindful machine determination and traffic 

designing basic issues in the SFC systems [5]. For 

instance, with regards to SDN, the traffic designing 

issues have pulled in eminent research endeavors. Be 

that as it may, if the joint booking of machine choice 

and traffic arranging towards a specified set of sections 

has not been deliberately performed, blockages may 

happen in the overburden apparatuses or bottleneck 

joins, prompting the high parcel preparing inactivity 

and the debasement of conceded traffic rate. 

 

Then again, in the half and half SFC systems, the 

physical SF machines and VNF apparatuses give the 

system administrations to buyers cooperatively. Note 

that, in the point of view of specialist co-ops, the 

administrations gave by VNF apparatuses can be 

acknowledged utilizing virtual machines (VMs) either 

in the detached exclusive cloud, or by leasing from 

NFV advertise, where the administration merchants 

who possess organize assets in server farm are offering 

administration chains. Since the specialist 
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organizations of SFC systems have contributed 

immensely on the physical system work machines, the 

use to dispatch and keep up the VNF apparatuses 

ought to be diminished however much as could 

reasonably be expected. To this end, we are spurred to 

consider a joint SF appliance Determination and 

steering orchestration (SIDE) issue for the cross breed 

SFC systems. The commitments of our examination 

can be condensed as takes after: 

 

• In the half and half SFC systems, we ponder the 

SIDE issue with the goal to amplify a weighted utility, 

which emphatically connects with the aggregate 

conceded traffic rate over a specified set of target 

sessions, adversely identifies with the punishment of 

both directing and NFV showcase spending plan. 

 

• We at that point plan a polynomial close ideal 

estimate calculation to take care of the SIDE issue 

utilizing the Markov guess strategy. 

 

• Simulation comes about demonstrate that our 

proposed approach yields a near ideal arrangement in a 

little scale organize, and beats benchmark calculations 

significantly in a Fat tree data center arrange. The 

staying of the paper is sorted out as takes after. 

 

RELATED WORK: 

As of late, the administration work affixing has 

increased much research consideration. We 

characterize the related work into three classifications. 

The first class stresses on the steering way planning 

with a given arrangement of administration chains. For 

example, given an arrangement of approach mindful 

traffic flows, Cao et al. composed a few controlling 

calculations predominantly finding the steering ways 

that visit a requested rundown of system works under 

SDN systems [6]. At that point, Huang et al. directed 

the traffic booking for SDN organizes by just thinking 

of one as kind of middle box in their framework 

demonstrate. Interestingly, this paper concentrates on a 

more commonsense issue, i.e., the controlling for a 

cross breed benefit function chaining systems, where 

every client flow wants a one of a kind strategy chain 

comprising of a grouping of administration capacities. 

The second class expects that an arrangement of pre-

defined steering ways inside the system have been 

resolved, and the situation of SF apparatuses is the 

essential concern. For instance, Zhang et al. proposed a 

versatile SDN-based system named Steering for 

powerfully directing traffic flows going through the 

coveted grouping of system middle boxes [7]. A 

calculation that can choose the best areas for 

conveying administrations has been proposed. 

Afterward, given the system data and the specified 

approaches, Liu et al.  

 

Researched the middle box situation issue, planning to 

choose the ideal areas to put middle boxes with the end 

goal that the conclusion to-end benefit postponement 

and data transfer capacity occupation can be limited at 

the same time. For limiting the costly optical-to-

electronic to-optical (O/E/O) transformations in the 

parcel/optical datacenter systems while leading the 

NFV anchoring, Xia et al. proposed a heuristic 

calculation that can efficiently find the situation 

answer for virtualized organize capacities with the end 

goal that the crossed units by traffic flows could be 

lessened [8]. 

 

As the third classification, a progression of latest work 

investigated the joint enhancement towards the 

arrangement of system work apparatuses and the 

system asset assignment. For instance, for expanding 

the aggregate conceded proportion for all client 

demands, Li et al. executed a framework called NFV-

RT, which can progressively dispense organize assets 

for NFV anchoring [9]. At that point, a joint 

improvement issue related with the machine situation 

and traffic steering was examined by Kuo et al. As of 

late. To explain it, a calculation in view of dynamic 

programming procedure was proposed, managing 

traffic requests consecutively. At long last, applying 

the closeout instrument, Gu et al.  
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planned a system for NFV showcase, meaning to take 

care of a social welfare boost issue, where the 

provisioning of administration chains regarding 

allotting NFV assets efficiently in server farm systems 

has been precisely considered. By means of the 

classification of related work, we find that the current 

investigations have given endeavors to the traffic 

directing issue on either the unadulterated middle box 

based systems or the NFV systems. The administration 

binding issue towards the hybrid network function 

clouds has not well been solved so far [10]. 

 

TWO-TERM PENALTY: 

We consider a two-term penalty when we conduct the 

SFC in hybrid NFV networks. Although the adoption 

of NFV techniques brings the flexible management, 

the cost to utilize the VNF appliances should be taken 

into account. Such cost can be measured with the 

expenditure that is charged by 

 

(1) the budget for general hardware (such as CPU, 

memory, storage) and power consumption in the 

proprietary cloud servers, or (2) The rental spending 

from NFV market. We refer this term of penalty to the 

VNF overhead, when provisioning service chains with 

the VNF appliances. Without loss of generality, we 

assume that the VNF overhead is proportional to the 

required rate of traffic demand. On the other hand, 

when conducting the traffic engineering in SDN 

networks, the forwarding table space is the critical 

resource due to the limited size in each high speed 

SDN switch.  

 

Thus, the consumption of forwarding table space, as 

well the configuration cost in SFFs should be also 

considered in our SDN-based SFC networks. And we 

call such term of consumption related to SFF the 

routing cost. Note that, when we find the routing paths 

for an end-to-end policy chain, the routing cost is 

naturally assumed proportional to the number of 

traversed SFFs along the selected routing paths for all 

segments. 

 

UTILITY MAXIMIZATION: 

Basically, the SFC network operators always prefer to 

improve the overall admitted traffic rate by performing 

traffic engineering techniques. On the other hand, the 

aforementioned two-term penalty needs to be reduced 

simultaneously. Finally, we formulate the IDE 

problem as the following cost-efficient utility 

maximization problem using Integer Programming 

with Quadratic Constraints (IPQC), such that the joint 

utility U associated with admitted traffic rate and the 

aforementioned two-term penalty is maximized. The 

two weight parameters can be tuned freely to indicate 

different penalty scales. Furthermore, as we have 

mentioned that our formulation can be simply shifted 

into the version that adapts to the total pure NFV 

environment just by enforcing S = N. 

 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: 

To assess the execution of the proposed calculation, 

this area shows the numerical reproductions, which are 

directed by a test system actualized in Python. All 

calculations are additionally acknowledged in Python 

and executed on a Windows 64-bit PC with 8 

Gigabytes (GB) RAM. 

 

Simulation Settings: 

Settings for the first group of simulations:  

To demonstrate how close of execution of our 

proposed MA calculation to that of the ideal 

arrangement, an arrangement of little scale 

reproductions are first contemplated under the 

Internet2 topology, which is likewise appeared in Fig. 

1. In this suite of reenactments, three sorts of SFs, i.e., 

NAT, FW and LB, are sent in such network with 

2physicaland 2virtualized appliances for each sort. 

Specifically, the virtualized-apparatus sets (NAT1, 

LB1), (NAT4, FW4) and (LB3, FW3) all the while 

interface with switches 2, 3 and 5, separately. For 

directing, altogether 617 competitor ways are 

accommodated interfacing portions. Furthermore, 

signified by Optimal, the ideal arrangements are 

fathomed utilizing the Gurobi 6.0 analyzer, which 

inserts in numerous traditional solvers including 
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straight programming solver, quadratically obliged 

programming solver and blended whole number direct 

programming solver. The solvers in the Gurobi 

Optimizer are planned starting from the earliest stage 

to misuse present day designs and multi-center 

processors, utilizing the most exceptional usage of the 

most recent calculations. It is significant that, the ideal 

arrangements can be just gotten in a little scale 

reproduction because of the high figuring 

unpredictability of SIDE issue. 

 

Settings for the second group of simulations:  

Recreations Then, another arrangement of 

reenactments are directed utilizing a Fat tree topology, 

which comprises of 25 hubs and 45 bidirectional 

connections. The arrangement of total switches with 

IDs 8, 9, 12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21, 24 and 25, fill in as the 

entrance/Egress switches, which straightforwardly 

interface with various hosts and SF-machines (in either 

physical or virtualized). We determine five sorts of SF: 

NAT, FW, LB, DPI and IDS, to develop the individual 

arrangement chain for every session. Without loss of 

sweeping statements, the grouping of such 5 SFs in 

every approach chain is arbitrarily produced. For each 

sort of SF, 10 physical and 10 virtualized apparatuses 

are propelled. At last, 100 SF-apparatuses are 

averagely conveyed in the base of this topology. The 

traffic handling capacity of every apparatus is set to 

1000 Mb/s as a matter of course. We at that point 

create a few suites of traffic request follow with the 

rate of every session standardized to 100 Mb/s. Then 

again, we give each match of entrance/Egress switches 

with 10 distinctive competitor ways. In this way, 900 

applicant ways altogether are accommodated the 

fragment steering. 

 

Measurements considered: 

REPRESENTATIVE EXECUTIONS  

COMPARING WITH OPTIMAL: 

We will first study the optimality-approximation 

property of the proposed algorithm via demonstrating 

the representative executions under the aforementioned 

Internet2 topology.  

We also realize another version of MA algorithm as a 

benchmark, in which the transition is only triggered by 

the path-swapping. We denote this version by MA(z) . 

In the first group of simulations, the link capacity and 

the processing capability of appliances are set to 2000 

Mb/s and 1000 Mb/s, respectively. We then execute 

algorithms in 200 iterations, each of which consumes 1 

microsecond in logical time. Therefore, the total 

observation duration is 0.2 ms. 

 

EFFECT OF POLICY-CHAIN LENGTH 

Under the almost same parameter settings with the 

suite of simulations, we study the effect of the length 

of policy chain, by varying it for all traffic demands 

within f3, 4, 5g. Particularly, we conduct 20 execution 

cases, each of which lasts for 1500 iteration under each 

setting. With the traced final converged solutions show 

the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of metrics 

in terms of utility, routing cost and VNF overhead, 

respectively. It can be apparently observed that the 

utility shows as a decreasing function versus the length 

of policy chain, because the two terms of 

cost/overhead are increasing functions versus the 

policy-chain length. The percentages with policy-chain 

length 3 and 5 are 100% and 5%, respectively. The 

reasons behind this are apparent, longer policy chain 

makes each traffic demand require more SF-

appliances, and consume more bandwidth resource in 

the network links, thus resulting in higher VNF 

overheads and routing costs. We observe that the 

CDFs of the two terms of cost overhead illustrate the 

similar but converse performance comparing with 

utility. 

 

EFFECT OF THE CAPABILITY OF SF- 

APPLIANCE 

Note that, we do not show the performance of ATR 

and admission ratio of each algorithm in the previous 

groups of simulation, because the capacity of both 

appliance and network link are sufficient. In this group 

of simulation, we evaluate the effect of the capacity of 

SF-appliance by varying it within the range f200, 300, 

400, 500, 2000, 5000g Mb/s.  
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Under the almost same parameter settings with 

previous simulations but with 50 traffic demands, each 

of which desires a 3-hop policy-chain, we study all the 

metrics during the 1500-iteration executions.  

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we have studied a service chain steering 

problem for hybrid SFC networks, where the traffic 

demands are provisioned by both physical and 

virtualized network function appliances. Then, a 

utility-maximization problem has been formulated. To 

solve it, we have designed an approximation algorithm 

using the Markov approximation technique. The 

approximation property of the proposed algorithm also 

has been proved. Extensive numerical simulation 

results have revealed that the proposed MA algorithm 

could yield close-to-optimal solutions and outperform 

other benchmark algorithms significantly in terms of 

utility. Since the hybrid SFC networks have intensive 

correlation with data processing in era of big data. 
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